Past Research Studies

1. Medical Documentation Survey
Online survey to assess endometriosis patients’ access to medical documentation related to their regular medical care and endometriosis-related surgeries. Participants were also asked about their willingness to share their medical documents with researchers.

2. Phendo Live Testing
In-person interviews (taking place in Manhattan) were conducted to assess the Phendo self-tracking and research app among women officially diagnosed with endometriosis.

3. Designing Phendo
This card sorting activity was used to help prioritize and organize particular variables and functionalities within Phendo. Completed in September 2016.

4. Self-Tracking Variables Study 2
In this study, we were interested in finding out about the menstruation history, symptom onset, comorbidities, allergies, and diet of women with endometriosis to understand how to support self-tracking of these variables. Conducted and completed in August 2016.

5. Self-Tracking Variables Study 1
In this study, we were interested in finding out about the experiences and preferences for tracking pain, emotions, medications, and self-management techniques among women with endometriosis. Conducted and completed in July 2016.

6. Self-Tracking Among Women With Endometriosis
A series of focus groups took place with women who were officially diagnosed with endometriosis and located in the New York City area to understand self-tracking among women with endometriosis. Conducted and completed in February 2016.